
Introduce the “Who Am I?” Game
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-Guess which well-known, living person is being talked about based on the facts presented

“I am 36 years old and I was born in Los Angeles” … “I attended a Catholic high school in Los Angeles and then
Northwestern University in Evanston.” … “I am an actress who has mostly worked in television.” … “My charity
work has taken me all over the world, to raise awareness about issues like gender equality, safe drinking water,
and modern-day slavery.” … “I met my fiancé on a blind date.” …. “I plan to marry Prince Harry next May.”

 Meghan Markle

“I am 24 years old and I was born in Chicago.” … “I attended Jones College Prep High School.” … “I am a hip-hop
artist but some of my first performances were in a library.” … “I was a headliner at Lollapalooza this past summer.”
… “My real name is Chancelor Jonathan Bennett, but you know me better by my stage name.”

Chance the Rapper

Use interesting info from Bishop Perry’s bio, such as:

“I was nine years old when I first told my mother I wanted to be a priest.” … “I grew up in the 1950s in Chicago and
went to four different Catholic elementary schools. Two of my elementary schools, St. Raphael and Our Lady of
Solace, are schools where Red Table catechist Mrs. Hohner would later become a teacher.” … “I went to boarding
school in Wisconsin for high school and I attended colleges in Indiana and Wisconsin.” … “I am very interested in
helping Catholic men to gain the skills and experience to be good husbands and fathers to their families.” … “I am
the bishop who is coming to pray with you and be the minister of your Confirmation.” next slide when guessed
(or if out of facts)



Bishop Perry has been a bishop since 1998
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He is the auxiliary (assistant) bishop for the southeast side of the city and
southern suburbs, in the section called Vicariate VI.

Being an auxiliary bishop means that he assists Cardinal Cupich, who is
our archbishop. Normally we have 6 auxiliary bishops to help with the
Archdiocese of Chicago, divided into 6 sections (vicariates) of our city
and the surrounding suburbs. The auxiliary bishops are the vicars
(leaders) for each of the vicariates.

(may skip this next part for time)

A vicar is a Church word that means someone to care for something that
is entrusted to him. The vicariate is a geographical area of a large
diocese that is normally entrusted to an auxiliary (assistant) bishop.

Even the pope is a vicar. We call him the Vicar of Christ – Jesus has
entrusted the whole Church to his care!



Bishop Perry was a parish priest in Milwaukee and a canon lawyer and teacher
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of canon law before he became a bishop. A canon lawyer studies Church law
so he can be a resource to answer questions about proper procedures and
help in difficult situations like marriages that fall apart.

Bishop Perry is also very interested in keeping long traditions of the Church
alive, like celebrating the Mass occasionally in the old Latin form that was used
before the Second Vatican Council in the 1960s. For a Traditional Latin Mass
there are fancier vestments, many more priests and altar servers involved, and
different prayers and postures. It can be a beautiful way to pray when you
really have to think about the words you are saying, because Latin is no one’s
native language anymore!

Think about what a Pastor does for his parish. The bishop does that on a
wider scale, for all the parishes of his diocese or his vicariate. He is the pastor
to the pastors.



How can you tell someone is a bishop in the Catholic Church?
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How can you tell someone is a bishop in the Catholic Church?

There are some items that a bishop wears or carries that are
specific to his office and mark him as different for other priests.

If you have been to Confirmation Mass or been an altar server or
attended a Mass where a Bishop was the celebrant, maybe you
have gotten to see some of these items up close. Last Sunday
12/10, another bishop, Bishop Francis Kane, was the guest
celebrant at the 9:30 a.m. Mass. (Msgr. Jim needed a priest to fill-
in at the last minute and his friend Bishop Kane was happy to help.)



(read slide)
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(read slide)

(encourage them to look for a pattern about when the bishop takes
off and puts on his mitre during the Confirmation Mass. The bishop
understands the pattern, even if we might not.)



(read slide)
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(read slide)

(compare the crozier to those vaudeville hooks you see in cartoons,
where the hook yanks people off-stage or out of the way without
hurting them – shepherds may actually use a crook to wrangle their
sheep in a similar way. Who will play shepherds in the Christmas
pageant, and will they have crooks to hold?)

(compare the ring to a married person’s wedding ring. Don’t
assume all the candidates’ parents are married and say “your
parents’ wedding rings” -- be sensitive of the fact of many parents
may be divorced or never married at all. If anything, keep it open by
using terms like “wedding rings worn by adults in your family who
are married, like parents, grandparents, or aunts and uncles.” )



(read slide)
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(read slide)

(ask if anyone is wearing a cross necklace or a religious medal –
ask why, if to wear it close to their heart, a symbol of closeness to
Jesus)



A bishop uses a coat of arms, like knights, kings and important families through history.

The flat green hat (galero, like the red Cardinals’ hats at Holy Name Cathedral) and the 6
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The flat green hat (galero, like the red Cardinals’ hats at Holy Name Cathedral) and the 6
green tassels on the side mean he is an auxiliary bishop

The cross is meant to be a processional cross like the one carried by the altar servers at Mass.

On the shield are some symbols to show what’s important to him. The white item is a thurible,
the thing that incense burns in. The thurible has three pairs of wings like a seraph, one of the
ranks of angels. This may mean he wants his prayers to rise like incense and fly high in
heaven, straight to God.

The motto under the shield, “Emitte me Domine,” is in Latin and means “Send me out, Lord,”
which shows that Bishop Perry has a missionary focus, trying to bring God’s word to others.



(these are photos of Bishop Rojas, another auxiliary bishop, being
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ordained as a bishop – photos of Bishop Perry’s ordination are not
available, unfortunately)

When a priest becomes a bishop, he is anointed with a special kind of blessed
oil, called Chrism. It has a little scent in it, called balsam, which is a kind of
Christmas tree.

Chrism is the same kind of oil used to anoint you after your Baptism. It will also
be used in your Confirmation. This oil is both a shield against sin and a scent
of holiness. Remember what we learned in the spirit symbols class about 6
weeks ago. Putting lotion on your skin protects it from getting dry. Smelling
good gives you confidence. When you are Confirmed, the bishop might smear
a lot of oil on your forehead and into your hair, or might make a neat little cross
on your forehead. Priests being made bishops have oil poured over them like
they are being baptized with it, as you can see in this picture.

The priest who is becoming a bishop will also have hands laid on his head by
the bishop who is consecrating him. This is like Jesus and the Apostles who
laid hands on the sick to heal them. When Bishop Perry comes to Confirm
you, he will probably stretch his hands over all of you at once, though he has
the option to walk up and down the aisles and place his hands on each of your
heads in turn.



A bishop is more than the things he wears, the items he carries, or the
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symbols he chooses to represent himself. Bishop Perry does a lot of different
things in his role as bishop.

What does a bishop do that makes him different from other people
and other priests?

(Do bishops bish?  )

(gather ideas from the students)



A bishop is also a priest. As a bishop, he continues to be a pastor
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A bishop is also a priest. As a bishop, he continues to be a pastor
to the Pastors and their parishes. He is like their shepherd, and
they are like his sheep.

Bishop Perry also does many of the things that other priests do –
he celebrates Mass, preaches Homilies, distributes Holy
Communion, hears confessions, presides at funerals, gives
awards, and prays with and for different groups. He might even be
the short-term administrator of a parish which does not have a
Pastor, or fill an important office at the archdiocese temporarily to
give the Cardinal time to find and hire someone more permanent.



Bishop Perry is a well-respected leader in the Black Catholic community. His
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special project is to research and promote the life story of Father Augustus
Tolton, a potential saint. Father Tolton was the first African-American Catholic
priest. He was born a slave in Missouri but escaped with his mother to Quincy,
Illinois just before the Civil War. None of the seminaries in the U.S. would let
him train to be a priest, so he went to Rome instead. He came back and
settled in Chicago, where he founded the first Black Catholic Parish, St.
Monica. Father Tolton’s story has also been made into a graphic novel.

Here we see Bishop Perry in 2014, joining Cardinal Francis George in signing,
sealing and sending off the documents they gathered about Father Tolton, so
that the Congregation for the Causes of the Saints can review it impartially in
Rome. We hope and pray that a miracle due to his intercession will be
recognized, which would enable him to be called Blessed Augustus Tolton.
But for now, we are waiting for that next step to come about.



Bishop Perry enjoys his ministry. The primary function of a bishop is to teach,
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so he spends a lot of time giving talks, recording videos and making public
appearances. Here he is recording a radio show to talk about Father Tolton’s
legacy.

The bishop is also invited to give speeches, ordain new priests, and be the
official leader at different events.

A bishop also visits parishes and talks to people, but mostly he tries to listen.
He hears complaints, listens to new ideas, appreciates other people’s opinions
and jokes, and wants to know what people need from their Church.



A large part of any bishop’s job is going to parishes to administer
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Confirmations! Only in special circumstances can an ordinary parish priest
give Confirmation, so the bishops travel around to different parishes almost
every weekend and some weeknights for different Confirmation Masses. We
are very blessed to have Bishop Perry coming to our parish for our
Confirmation.

Bishop Perry gets to be present for a lot of joyful occasions –
ordinations of priests, awards ceremonies, and many, many
Confirmations. You’ll get a chance for your own “selfies” with
Bishop Perry after the Confirmation Mass.



Confirmation is not something that any ordinary priest would usually do.
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Bishops represent the wider Church that you are being Confirmed into.

Bishops have special responsibilities during the Confirmation Mass. Bishop
Perry will celebrate the Mass, so he’ll do ordinary things like preach the Homily
and give out Communion. But he will also lead you, the candidates, in the
Renewal of your Baptismal Promises like you practiced at Parent Night earlier
this month. You are asked to respond “I do” at each of a series of questions
about what we believe.

(can be related to the “Helping Hands” icebreaker about ways hands are
used to help others, and how hands are used at Mass)

We use our hands often at Mass – to pray and make the sign of the cross, to
bless ourselves with holy water, to give others the sign of peace, to put money
in the collection basket and to receive Communion. The bishop uses his
hands at the Confirmation Mass in two particular ways. One is the Laying On
of Hands. In this prayer, he asks God to send the Holy Spirit upon you and
requests that you be strengthened with the seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit –
Wisdom, Knowledge, Counsel, Understanding, Fortitude, Piety, and Fear of
the Lord. For a large group, Bishop Perry will probably stretch his hands over
the whole group, but he also has the option to go to each candidate
individually and lay hands on your heads. (demonstrate)



The other special way the bishop uses his hands is to anoint each of you with oil. This is
always done individually for each candidate: there’s no hose of oil for anointing a big group.
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always done individually for each candidate: there’s no hose of oil for anointing a big group.
When it is your turn, you and your Sponsor will approach the bishop in front of the altar. Stand
close in front of him like you are going to receive Communion from him. Bishop Perry might
ask you about one of the Gifts of the Spirit, or he might ask you about why you have chosen
your Confirmation Name or your Sponsor, what kind of service you have done, etc. Don’t be
afraid, and do respond to the bishop! Answer as best you can. Your Sponsor is with you to
help. The bishop isn’t trying to trip you up or see who should be kicked out of church. He’s
just trying to make sure you’re ready to be Confirmed, and to get to know you a little before
sharing this sacred moment with you.

(approach one candidate whose Confirmation name you know)

When the little chat is done, he will put oil on his thumb and anoint you on your forehead. It
might be a neat little cross on your skin or he might rub it into your hairline. Every bishop’s
style is a little different, so be prepared. The oil will soak in pretty quickly, so resist the urge to
wipe it off like a sweaty brow. (If you get a little extra oil, just rub it into your skin.) He will say,
“{example name}, be sealed with the Gift of the Holy Spirit.” You should say, “Amen”

Then Bishop Perry will hold out his hand for you to shake and will say “Peace be with you.” Be
sure you say, “And with your spirit.” Let’s practice this.

(practice with group)

Do shake the Bishop’s hand when he offers it.. There is a time and a place for fist-bumping,
and this is not it. 

Because the bishop is like a shepherd and you newly Confirmed are like his sheep, you will
line up and follow him out at the end of Mass. He will lead you to the reception where you will
have a chance to take some pictures with him.



Now that you know a little more about Bishop Perry, you can write
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Now that you know a little more about Bishop Perry, you can write
letters to him asking to be Confirmed.

One of the Church’s requirements for you to be Confirmed is that
you personally desire it – that you understand what Confirmation is
and you want to accept the responsibilities and privileges that come
with being a Confirmed Catholic. That you have chosen to prepare
to be Confirmed – even if it took a little effort and encouragement
from people who care about you to get you to consider it.

This is a serious letter about a serious commitment. This letter is
your opportunity to show Bishop Perry that you do want to be
Confirmed and to invite him to come to Queen of Angels to be the
one to confirm you. If you have some doubts, you can express
them respectfully to Bishop Perry in your letter. You can ask him to
pray for you as you make your final decision.



The green handouts have an outline of what you should include, as well as a
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list of some useful vocabulary in case you need to know how to spell a word.

Speaking of which, there is one word it is very, very important for you to spell
correctly: CONFIRM. The Bishop is not coming to “conform” you to a
particular way of being, or to “confer(m)” with you about something – he is
coming to “confirm” your faith – to ask the Holy Spirit to share Gifts with you to
make you stronger with your faith. And yes, all of these misspellings have
been seen in real letters to the Bishop over the past few years.

(end of slideshow)


